Picturebook STORIES
Granny has helpful,
but atypical, ways of
coming to her
granddaughter's
rescue. From
improving a ballet
class to cleaning up
after a pet bunny,
she tends to use
magic to create
more problems than
she solves.

A young boy is
worried about what
will happen to his
body when he hears
such expressions as
"give him a hand,"
"laugh your head
off," and "hold your
tongue."

Disturbed by a
deafening snore,
Jack wakes up the
family and animals
one by one in search
of the noisy culprit.

If the crayons
cannot stop the
scribble monster,
this picture book
and the play
"Frankencrayon" may
have to be canceled.

When her abuelo is
injured at the local
landfill,
second-grader Sofia
is determined to
transform the
dangerous Mount
Trashmore into a
park, taking on City
Hall in the process.

"Offers humorous
drawings comparing
things before and
after storms,
meetings with
elephants, and trips
to the
hairdresser."--OCLC.

Tells a humorous
story of how the
rock, paper, and
scissors found each
other and formed a
battle game.

"No one understands
the abstract
pictures that Niko
draws until a new
friend sees the
thought and feeling
within his shapes and
forms"--

We'll follow
teenage Marty
McFly as he travels
from 1985 to 1955,
meets his parents (as
teenagers), and
teaches his father
how to stand up to
bullies. Complete
with a
time-traveling
DeLorean, a crazy
mad scientist
companion, and a
lightning-fueled
finale!

Cupcake discovers
the perils of trying
too hard to please
everyone, including
Donut, Brownie, and
Muffin.

The unicorns are
celebrating their
favorite day of the
year, complete with
rainbows and
sparkly butterflies,
but when an
impostor (a horse
with a fake horn)
arrives, will the
party continue with
all its glittery
glory?

A student who uses
a wheelchair finds a
way to see her dog
each day in school.
Includes author's
note about therapy
dogs.

As a young girl
observes that each
of six women in her
life wears her hijab
and hair in a
different way, she
considers how to
express her own
style one day.

When the aroma of
Omu's homemade
stew fills the air,
her neighbors
arrive, one by one,
for a taste until all
is gone except for
her generous spirit.

In this hilarious and
clever "how-to," a
little girl and a
know-it-all
narrator are
thwarted by a cat
who refuses to take
a bath. The perfect
read-aloud for fans
of Snappsy the
Alligator and
Interrupting
Chicken.

Petra is a little
rock who believes
she is a mighty
mountain ... until a
dog fetches her for
its owner, and she is
tossed into a bird's
nest. A mountain?
No, Petra is now an
egg! An egg of the
world in a world of
possibility.

Blip is always
plugged into her
computer--until
one day a blackout
forces her outdoors,
and she discovers
that the real world
is a lot more
interesting than she
realized.

Carmela, finally old
enough to run
errands with her
brother, tries to
think of the perfect
wish, while his wish
seems to be that she
stayed home.

"When an elephant
plants himself in
the road and refuses
to move, the people
of Prickly Valley try
all sorts of
methods to get him
to go--but one
thoughtful little
girl works up the
courage to do what
no one else has

A little boy
promises his beloved
friend, an elderly
lady, that one day he
will fix up her old
house--and his
words inspire the
other people in the
neighborhood to
pitch in and get it
done.

done: ask him."
What happens when
the story
ideas--from a bored
Viking to a space
robot--kept in a
teacher's special jar
escape and get
rowdy?

"Kiely knows she is
famous! The
paparazzi (her
parents) follow her
every move,
documenting it all
with cameras. It's
exhausting being
famous, but someone
has to do it! She
even gets to
perform a big song
at her grandfather's
birthday. When she
messes it up, she's
worried she's lost
her audience
forever, but it turns
out that no one is
as loyal as her fans
who love her"

A box of blocks. A
budding builder.
Should she build a
doghouse? A bridge?
A skyscraper? Yes,
all of these and
more! Bigger,
bigger! BIGGEST!
But then . . . Boom!
Boom! What's that?
Uh-oh . . . After one
little girl's
architectural
masterpieces grow
exponentially, the
arrival of an
assistant presents a
bit of a challenge
in this ode to
creativity
masterfully
constructed by
Leslie Patricelli.

Jerome enjoys
collecting and using
words that he hears,
reads, or sees, and
then decides to
share his collection
with others.

Margaret was an
independent little
witch, but even the
most independent
witch can get a
little lonely. When
Margaret casts a
spell to conjure up
a friend, the spell
gives her lots of
cats instead!

Meet Sir Simon,
Super Scarer. He's a
professional ghost
who has been
transferred to his
first house. And just
in time! He was
getting tired of
haunting bus stops
and forests and
potatoes. And to top
it off, this house is
occupied by an old
lady -- they're the
easiest to haunt!

